
VISUALIZE YOUR ORGANIZATION’S MISSION  

AND MESSAGES WITH INSTAGRAM 

Rachel Mátos, Social Media Director LatinaBloggersConnect.com 



Latina Bloggers Connect started 
with a simple idea: community. 
Together, we support content 

creators and brands in building 
authentic collaborations that 
deliver measurable results. 

Blogs  Twitter  Facebook Vine  Youtube  Periscope  Snapchat  Instagram  



•Instagram currently has approx 400 million active users 
 
•It’s estimated that by 2017, 70.7% of US companies will use Instagram for marketing 
 
•Instagram users have shared over 30 billion photos to date 
 
•Users share more than 70 million photos per day 
 

•Instagram will bring in an estimated $595 million in mobile ad revenues worldwide  
this year 
 
•The average engagement per Instagram post has grown by 416 percent over two  
  years 
 
•Adoption rate is at 85% among top brands 
 

•Instagram’s per-follower engagement rate for top brands is 58% times higher than          
Facebook and 120 times higher than Twitter   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TELL YOUR BRAND’S STORY WITH 

INSTAGRAM 
                                                 B2B and B2C companies both 

benefit …   
 
 
•Instagram is part of your larger online marketing strategy 
•Do not treat Instagram as your marketing strategy 
•Use the platform to promote your brand values 
•Capture moments that humanize your brand 
•Illustrate that your brand stands for something beyond products and services 
•Gives your brand a personality with the power of visual storytelling 
•Thinking in pictures is in our nature 
•A great picture can make you feel emotions or evoke a memory 
•90 percent of information transmitted to the brain is visual 
•Establish a deeper connection with industry thought leaders and prospective 
clients during their past time 
•Create a community by illustrating how your services solve a problem  
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•Over 2,000 Latina content creators in network 
•Approximately 60 brand campaigns in 2015   



TIDE 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  

The primary objective of this 
campaign was to create 

awareness and engagement 
around Tide Pods® Hispanic 
Heritage Month campaign: 

Wash Away Labels.  The 
Wash Away Labels campaign 
presented by Tide Pods® and 

The National Council of La 
Raza invited everyone to 

replace labels that 
negatively impact the Latino 

community and instead 
recognize the positive 

contributions Hispanics 
bring to the United States.  

#WashAwayLabels 
 

•Images 42 
•Contributors 34 

•One week time-frame 



CERVEZA MONTEJO  

Jay Mendoza and Oscar Miranda 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=2&v=7moOkU5Qw78


#VivaMontejo 
 

•Images 591 
•Contributors 224 

•4 month time-frame 

 
  
 

CERVEZA MONTEJO  

The primary objective of this 
campaign was to create 

awareness about Cerveza 
Montejo and their recent 

arrival to the US from Mexico. 
Each video and post focused 

on their Authentically 
Mexican main messaging. 

Repost from Vianney Rodriguez 



Rachel Mátos 
 

@lbconnect 
@weallgrowsummit 

@theartmuse 


